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➡ Urgent need to identify intermediate mission for on-
site accelerators while awaiting ILC decision

➡ Target the “intensity frontier”:

‣ Neutrino oscillations, rare and forbidden decays:

K → πνν
μ → e

➡ Clear & strong theoretical connection with 
“Quantum Universe” themes
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Fermilab “Climate”
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“Project X”
• In spring, Fermilab Steering Group formed to 

recommend plan for intermediate period before ILC

• Recommends construction of 8 GeV proton linac 
using ILC technology (~$1/2B project, ~5y constr)

- enables neutrino “SuperBeam,” rare K decay expts

- if adopted, will extend life of pbar Source by 
obviating need for “Super-NuMI” intensity upgrade

➡In this scenario, new pbar expt seems possible:

- modest on scale of other projects

- attractive opportunity to keep results flowing 
while other projects under construction
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• Project X strengthens

- ILC R&D/industrialization

- neutrino program

- proposed µ2e program

- proposed K program

- proposed pbar program

• Recommended if:

- ILC delayed >~ 5y or

- built “offshore”
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“Project X”

17  Physics Opportunities at the Intensity Frontier

experiment with an 800 GeV proton beam would impose approximately a fi ve percent tax 
on NuMI for both Project X and SNuMI. Proton-source upgrades, particularly Project X, 
make possible a stronger neutrino-science program.

Precision physics
Ultraprecise experiments using high-intensity sources of muons and quarks provide 
unique discovery potential. These experiments would complement those at the LHC as well 
as those in the worldwide program of neutrino science and precision physics. Results 
from these experiments would provide essential clues for interpreting discoveries and their 
implications for the great questions of particle physics.

Muons
Lepton fl avor violation was discovered in neutrino experiments, where the three fl avors 
of neutrinos are observed to morph, or oscillate, into one another. Physicists do not know 
why LFV occurs or if it is related to the fl avor violation seen with quarks or to new 
phenomena at the Terascale. A key question is whether LFV also occurs with the charged 
leptons: electron, muon and tau. Theoretical models that incorporate ideas such as 
unifi cation, supersymmetry or heavy-neutrino mixing predict charged LFV at rates that 
could be within reach of new experiments. Combined with results from neutrinos and 
the LHC, these experiments could point the way to leptogenesis or unifi cation.

A new experiment could search for the direct coherent conversion of muons into electrons 
in the fi eld of a nucleus. This muon-to-electron conversion experiment could detect LFV 
decays even if they occur at 10-17 the rate of standard muon processes. It would probe several 
distinct LFV processes. If a signal is detected, a µ!e conversion experiment could zero in 
on the new physics by repeated measurements with different nuclear targets. This experiment 
would have sensitivity to very high energy scales, beyond the direct reach of colliders. 

The Muon-to-Electron-Gamma experiment at the Paul Scherrer Institute will soon begin 
to look for the LFV process µ!e!, with predicted sensitivity at the 10-13 level. A µ!e 
conversion experiment at the 10-17 level would have greater sensitivity to the µ!e! transition 
than MEG, and orders of magnitude better sensitivity for more general LFV processes. 
Other approaches to LFV using taus are not expected to have comparable sensitivity, due 
to the available fl ux of taus, which is much less than that of muons, and to the greater 
cleanliness of the muon experiment.

A µ!e  conversion experiment at Fermilab could be 10,000 times more sensitive than 
previous experiments. An intense 8 GeV proton beam and the Accumulator and 
Debuncher rings, available after the end of antiproton production for the Tevatron collider 
program, would make this LFV search possible. The SNuMI accelerator upgrades would 
increase the total proton fl ux at 8 GeV, allowing a modest increase in beam power for the 
muon program while also increasing the beam power available to the neutrino program. 
Project X could increase the beam power available to the muon program by a factor of 10. 
Exploiting this increased intensity and a reoptimized muon beam (e.g. decreased energy 
spread and transverse beam size) has the potential to further improve sensitivity beyond 
that possible with the SNuMI upgrades.

µ-to-e conversion sensitivity
Comparison of the sensitivity to lepton fl avor 
violation of the MEG (µ!e! ) experiment at 
a transition rate of 10-13 and a µ-to-e conversion 
experiment with Fermilab Booster at the rate 
of 10-17. Project X could reach the rate of 10-18. See 
details in Appendix E.

Proton beam power
Beam power versus beam energy for possible 
proton facilities at Fermilab.

!"##$%&'($)*+,#+)$"-%&..///01!"##$%&'($)*+,#+)$"-%&..///01 2345361///7895840/:;2345361///7895840/:;

SNuMI 1.2 MW

  Project X
  2.3 MW

NuMI 0.7 MW

from Fermilab Steering Group Report
http://www.fnal.gov/pub/directorate/steering/index.shtml
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• Hyperons – search for new physics

• Charm mixing – is it new physics?

• Charmonium – feasible, but QCD

‣ but apparatus that can do hyperons and charm 
can do charmonium also

‣ and improved understanding of 
(nonperturbative) QCD important for 
interpreting above and other physics
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pbar Physics
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Hyperon CP Violation...
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Table 5: Summary of predicted hyperon CP asymmetries.

Asymm. Mode SM NP Ref.
A! !! p! <! 10"5 <! 6" 10"4 [68]
A"! "# ! !!, !! p! <! 0.5" 10"4 # 1.9" 10"3 [69]
A#! #! !K, !! p! # 4" 10"5 # 8" 10"3 [36]
$"! #! "0! 2" 10"5 # 2" 10"4 $ [35]
$!K #! !K # 1" 10"5 # 1" 10"3 [36]

!Once they are taken into account, large final-state interactions may increase this prediction [56].

Tandean and Valencia [35] have estimated $"! $ 2 " 10"5 in the standard model but
possibly an order of magnitude larger with new-physics contributions. Tandean [36] has
estimated $!K to be # 1 " 10"5 in the standard model but possibly as large as 1 " 10"3

if new physics contributes. (The large sensitivity of $!K to new physics in this analysis
arises from chromomagnetic penguin operators and final-state interactions via # ! "! !
!K [36].6) It is worth noting that these potentially large asymmetries arise from parity-
conserving interactions and hence are limited by constraints from "K ; they are independent
of A! and A", which arise from the interference of parity-violating and parity-conserving
processes [56]. Table 5 summarizes predicted hyperon CP asymmetries.

Of course, the experimental sensitivities will include systematic components whose esti-
mation will require careful and detailed simulation studies, beyond the scope of this Letter
of Intent. Nevertheless, the potential power of the technique is apparent.

3.3 Study of FCNC hyperon decays

In addition to its high-rate charged-particle spectrometer, HyperCP had a muon detection
system aimed at studying rare decays of hyperons and charged kaons [45, 57, 5]. Among
recent HyperCP results is the observation of the rarest hyperon decay ever, %+ ! pµ+µ" [5].
As shown in Figs. 5 and 6, based on the 3 observed events, the decay is consistent with being
two-body, i.e., %+ ! pX0, X0 ! µ+µ", with X0 mass mX0 = 214.3 ± 0.5 MeV/c2. At
the current level of statistics this interpretation is of course not definitive: the probability
that the 3 signal events are consistent with the form-factor decay spectrum of Fig. 6a is
estimated at 0.8%. The measured branching ratio is [3.1 ± 2.4 (stat) ± 1.5 (syst)] " 10"8

assuming the intermediate %+ ! pX0 two-body decay, or [8.6+6.6
"5.4 (stat)± 5.5 (syst)]" 10"8

assuming three-body %+ decay.
This result is particularly intriguing in view of the proposal by D. S. Gorbunov and

co-workers [58] that there should exist in certain nonminimal supersymmetric models a pair
of “sgoldstinos” (supersymmetric partners of Goldstone fermions). These can be scalar or
pseudoscalar and could be low in mass. A light scalar particle coupling to hadronic matter
and to muon pairs at the required level is ruled out by the failure to observe it in kaon decays;
however, a pseudoscalar sgoldstino with $ 214 MeV/c2 mass would be consistent with all
available data [59, 60, 61]. An alternative possibility has recently been advanced by He,
Tandean, and Valencia [62]: the X0 could be the light pseudoscalar Higgs boson in the next-

6Large final-state interactions of this sort should also a!ect "!! but were not included in that predic-
tion [35, 56].
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• SM predicts small CP asymmetries in hyperon decay

• NP can amplify them by orders of magnitude:
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Does the HyperCP Evidence for the Decay !! ! p!!!" Indicate
a Light Pseudoscalar Higgs Boson?
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The HyperCP Collaboration has observed three events for the decay !! ! p!!!" which may be
interpreted as a new particle of mass 214.3 MeV. However, existing data from kaon and B-meson decays
provide stringent constraints on the construction of models that support this interpretation. In this Letter
we show that the ‘‘HyperCP particle’’ can be identified with the light pseudoscalar Higgs boson in the
next-to-minimal supersymmetric standard model, the A0

1. In this model there are regions of parameter
space where the A0

1 can satisfy all the existing constraints from kaon and B-meson decays and mediate
!! ! p!!!" at a level consistent with the HyperCP observation.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.98.081802 PACS numbers: 14.80.Cp, 12.60.Jv, 13.30.Ce, 14.20.Jn

Three events for the decay mode !! ! p!!!" with a
dimuon invariant mass of 214.3 MeV have been recently
observed by the HyperCP Collaboration [1]. It is possible
to account for these events within the standard model (SM)
[2], but the probability of having all three events at the
same dimuon mass, given the SM predictions, is less than
1%. This suggests a new-particle interpretation for these
events, for which the branching ratio is #3:1!2:4

"1:9 $ 1:5% &
10"8 [1].

The existence of a new particle with such a low mass
would be remarkable as it would signal the existence of
physics beyond the SM unambiguously. It would also be
very surprising because this low-energy region has been
thoroughly explored by earlier experiments studying kaon
and B-meson decays. The challenge posed by a new-
particle interpretation of the HyperCP events is therefore
manifold. It requires a new-physics model containing a
suitable candidate for the new particle, X, which explains
why it is light. It also requires an explanation of why X has
not been observed by other experiments that covered the
same kinematic range. Finally, it requires that the interac-
tions of X produce the rate implied by the HyperCP
observation.

In this Letter we show that there is a model, the next-to-
minimal supersymmetric standard model (NMSSM) [3],
containing a light pseudoscalar Higgs particle that can
satisfy all existing constraints and is therefore a candidate
explanation for the HyperCP events. The model contains
more than one Higgs particle, and it is the lightest one, the
A0
1, that can be identified with X.
The possibility that X mediated the HyperCP events has

been explored to some extent in the literature [4–6], where
it has been shown that kaon decays place severe constraints
on the flavor-changing two-quark couplings of X. It has

also been shown [7] that a light sgoldstino is a viable
candidate for X. It is well known in the case of light
Higgs boson production in kaon decay that, in addition to
the two-quark flavor-changing couplings, there are com-
parable four-quark contributions [8]. They arise from the
combined effects of the usual SM four-quark j"Sj ' 1
operators and the flavor-conserving couplings of X. We
have recently computed the analogous four-quark contri-
butions to light Higgs production in hyperon decay [9] and
found that they can also be comparable to the two-quark
contributions previously discussed in the literature.

The interplay between the two- and four-quark contri-
butions makes it possible to find models with a light Higgs
boson responsible for the HyperCP events that has not
been observed in kaon or B-meson decay. However, it is
not easy to devise such models respecting all the experi-
mental constraints. In most models that can generate #dsX
couplings, the two-quark operators have the structure
#d#1$ "5%sX. Since the part without "5 contributes sig-
nificantly to K ! #!!!", their data imply that these
couplings are too small to account for the HyperCP events
[4–6]. In some models, there may be parameter space
where the four-quark contributions mentioned above and
the two-quark ones are comparable and cancel sufficiently
to lead to suppressed K ! #!!!" rates while yielding
!! ! p!!!" rates within the required bounds.
However, since in many models the flavor-changing two-
quark couplings #qq0X are related for different #q; q0% sets,
experimental data on B-meson decays, in particular, B !
Xs!!!", also provide stringent constraints. For these
reasons, the light (pseudo)scalars in many well-known
models, such as the SM and the two-Higgs-doublet model,
are ruled out as candidates to explain the HyperCP events
[9].

PRL 98, 081802 (2007) P H Y S I C A L R E V I E W L E T T E R S week ending
23 FEBRUARY 2007

0031-9007=07=98(8)=081802(4) 081802-1 ! 2007 The American Physical Society

...& Rare Decays

(B ≈10-8)
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Some Hyperon Goals

€ 

Σ+ → pµ+µ−• Observe many more                     events and 
confirm or refute SUSY interpretation

• Discover or limit CP violation in                   
and                    via partial-rate asymmetries               

€ 

Ω− →Ξ0π −

€ 

Ω− →ΛK −

• Discover or limit                       and confirm or 
refute SUSY interpretation

€ 

Ω− →Ξ−µ+µ−

Predicted B ~10–6 
if P0 real

Predicted ∆B ~10–5 
in SM, ~10–3 if NP <

8
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• Thanks to superb precision of antiproton beam energy 
and momentum spread, E760/835 @ FNAL AA made 
very precise measurements of charmonium 
parameters, e.g.:

- best measurements of various ηc, χc, hc masses, 
widths,  branching ratios,...

- interference of continuum & resonance signals

Charmonium

9

Covered by 

others
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• Best experiment ever on hyperons, charmonia, and 
charm may run a few years from now at Fermilab

• More focused than PANDA, could happen sooner & 
get more beam

• Aligned with FNAL Steering Group plan

• Want to join?

...or help us make the physics case?

...or at least, help spread the word?

10

Summary
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• I am drafting LoI and soliciting collaborators

• So far:

                   ...& growing...
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Letter of Intent:

Low- and Medium-Energy Antiproton Physics at
Fermilab

Thomas J. Phillips
Duke University, Durham, N. Carolina 27708 USA

Giorgio Apollinari, Daniel R. Broemmelsiek, Charles N. Brown,
David C. Christian, Paul Derwent, Keith Gollwitzer, Alan Hahn,

Vaia Papadimitriou, Steven Werkema, Herman B. White
Fermilab, Batavia, IL 60510, USA

Wander Baldini, Giulio Stancari, Michelle Stancari
INFN, Sezione di Ferrara, Ferrara, Italy

Gerald P. Jackson
Hbar Technologies, LLC, West Chicago, IL 60185, USA

Daniel M. Kaplan,!Howard A. Rubin, Yagmur Torun, Christopher G. White
Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago, Illinois 60616, USA

HyangKyu Park
KyungPook National University, DaeGu, Korea

Todd K. Pedlar
Luther College, Decorah, IA 52101, USA

Jerome Rosen
Northwestern University, Evanston, IL 60208, USA

E. Craig Dukes
University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Virginia 22903, USA

(and who else?)

D R A F T

August 14, 2007

Abstract

Fermilab has long had the world’s most intense antiproton source. Despite this,
the opportunities for low- and medium-energy antiproton physics at Fermilab have

!Spokesperson. E-mail address: kaplan@iit.edu
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Proto-Collaboration
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Highly speculative...!

• 2010?   Tevatron closes

• 2011    pbar installation & startup?

• 2012-17? Project X construction?

• 2017    pbar source closes?

• 2019    ILC construction starts???

12

Schedule?
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• Letter of Intent for new Fermilab antiproton 
experiments available at 

http://capp.iit.edu/hep/pbar

• Klaus Peters & DMK organizing antiproton 
parallel session at Project X physics workshop, 
Fermilab, Nov. 16–17, 2007; see

http://www.fnal.gov/directorate/Longrange/
Steering_Public/workshop-physics.html
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Note:


